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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to delve deeply into the disparities in sports media coverage between male and female athletes across different sports, while also offering relevant strategies for analysis and change. Sports media wield significant influence in shaping societal perceptions and values; however, the issue of gender inequality remains glaringly evident in their coverage. Traditional conventions have steered sports media towards an overemphasis on the achievements of male athletes, often at the expense of recognizing the professional accomplishments of female athletes. Notably, the portrayal of female athletes in the media varies significantly across different sports, with male athletes in highly competitive fields receiving considerably more frequent and in-depth coverage compared to their female counterparts. The existence of pay disparities further compounds this problem, eroding the social status and media attention granted to female athletes. Nevertheless, the sports media possesses a unique opportunity to promote awareness of diversity and equality among viewers, thereby driving societal change. Initiating adaptation and optimization within the media industry is a critical step in this process. This includes providing training for practitioners, increasing the representation of women in media roles, and proactively launching initiatives to foster broader discussions and catalyze social change. Increased participation of female professionals within the industry will provide deeper insights into reporting, thereby sustaining a focus on the critical issue of gender equality. In summary, gender inequality remains a pervasive issue within sports media. However, the transformative potential of the media is pivotal in advancing gender equality. Through comprehensive and equitable coverage, as well as the promotion of gender equality, sports media can reshape viewer perceptions and enhance societal awareness of this important issue. Through concerted efforts within the sports media industry, we can anticipate the creation of a more equitable and diverse sports environment, paving the way for a future characterized by gender equality and diversity.
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1. Introduction

In today’s society, sports are not merely competitive activities; they represent a cultural phenomenon and a social movement. However, despite the gradual progress towards equality and inclusivity, there still exists significant gender inequality in sports media's coverage of female athletes. This inequality manifests in terms of quantity, depth, and perspective, ultimately shaping public perceptions of women in the field of sports. This study aims to investigate the disparities in the portrayal of female athletes across different sports, with the goal of conducting an in-depth analysis of the causes and consequences of this gender inequality phenomenon in media coverage.

Sports themselves do not inherently possess gender attributes, but as a fusion of the human body and socio-cultural constructs, they have gradually developed male dominance and female stereotypes within the realm of sports¹. In sports reporting, the media often excessively emphasize male athletes’ athletic prowess and achievements while focusing more on non-athletic factors like appearance and personal lives when covering female athletes. This bias not only affects the image of female athletes but can also impact their enthusiasm and opportunities to participate in sports. Furthermore, the gender ratios and traditional beliefs within different sports disciplines can also influence disparities in media coverage. Therefore, conducting an in-depth study on gender portrayal differences in various sports is crucial for understanding the underlying factors driving this phenomenon.

This research aims to uncover gender inequalities in sports media by conducting comparative
analyses of media coverage of female athletes in various sports. It provides substantial evidence to support gender equality and the advancement of women in sports. Additionally, it offers recommendations for measures that sports media can take to present a fairer image of women in sports and encourage greater female participation and benefits from sports activities.

2. The Gender Inequality in Sports Media Coverage

2.1. The Current State of Gender in Sports Reporting

Research has found that only 4% of sports coverage on ESPN is dedicated specifically to women's sports. Even when women's sports are covered, the reporting is often shorter and less in-depth compared to men's sports[2]. A study of sports news published in newspapers from over twenty countries worldwide revealed that only 11% of sports coverage was related to women's sports[3].

The data clearly indicates that gender inequality still persists in sports media reporting, with male athletes typically receiving more coverage opportunities while female athletes have relatively lower exposure. This disparity in media coverage not only affects the visibility of female athletes but also directly hampers their opportunities and status in the world of sports, and this phenomenon is widespread on a global scale.

2.2. Gender stereotypes and societal perceptions

Gender stereotypes in sports media reporting further exacerbate this issue. The appearance, family life, and emotions of female athletes often become the focal point of reporting, while their athletic abilities and achievements are frequently downplayed.

This distorted reporting style nurtures a narrow public perception of women in the sports arena, reducing them to symbols of appearance and emotions rather than recognizing them as professional athletes.

2.3. Differences in reporting across different sports

2.3.1. Gender reporting disparities in traditional competitive sports

In the realm of traditional competitive sports, the stark disparities in gender reporting are impossible to ignore. There's a pronounced and often disproportionate focus on male athletes, which becomes evident in the extensive media coverage dedicated to male competitions. This comprehensive attention doesn't stop at merely showcasing the matches; it extends to encompass detailed tactical analyses, in-depth explorations of player skills, and narratives of personal growth, creating a rich and immersive experience for viewers.

Conversely, when it comes to female competitions, the narrative often takes on a different tone. Coverage tends to be more fleeting, lacking the deep analysis and attention showered upon their male counterparts. Instead of making headlines and occupying prime real estate in mainstream media, female matches frequently find themselves relegated to secondary positions. This inevitably results in a significant deficit of exposure for female athletes and their achievements.

One underlying factor contributing to this gender reporting divide is the prevalence of male-dominated events and leagues considered 'important' in the traditional sports landscape. These male-centric competitions inherently become more susceptible to media attention and investment. As a result, media outlets allocate more resources, produce copious promotional content, and roll out extensive analysis programs to bolster male competitions, further enhancing their appeal to audiences.

This stark contrast in coverage inadvertently perpetuates the gender bias, as male competitions continue to dominate the media landscape, leaving female competitions struggling for recognition. Closing this gender reporting gap remains a crucial step in fostering inclusivity and equity in the world of sports.

2.3.2. Gender Reporting Disparities in Skill-Based Sports

In skill-based sports like gymnastics and figure skating, female athletes undoubtedly capture a disproportionate share of public attention when compared to their counterparts in traditional competitive sports. This heightened visibility is intricately tied to the exceptional qualities these athletes bring to the
forefront—remarkable flexibility, flawless coordination, and awe-inspiring skills. These attributes align seamlessly with the artistic and intricate dimensions that skill-based sports inherently emphasize.

Interestingly, this surge of attention also mirrors societal expectations, with the public often holding the belief that women should epitomize 'elegance.' In essence, these sports not only showcase physical prowess but also create a stage for female athletes to embody grace and poise, aligning with the ideal of 'elegance' deeply embedded in our cultural consciousness.

However, it's essential to acknowledge that even within this spotlight, gender stereotypes continue to play a role. While the media does celebrate the elegance and artistry of female athletes, there's a persistent tendency to veer away from an in-depth analysis of their athletic skills. Instead, the focus frequently gravitates towards whether these athletes exhibit 'beauty,' inadvertently perpetuating societal norms about women's appearance.

This undeniable gender reporting disparity reflects the complex interplay between societal expectations and media influence. While skill-based sports have made significant strides in challenging gender norms, female athletes still find themselves navigating the remnants of traditional gender roles. These remnants, to some extent, contribute to reinforcing gender stereotypes, reminding us that the journey towards gender equality is multifaceted and ongoing.

3. Analyzing Factors Influencing Gender Disparities in Sports Media Reporting

3.1. Serious Gender Pay Gap Among Male and Female Athletes

Taking the example of the United States national soccer teams, from 2015 to 2019, the U.S. women's soccer team played more than 110 matches, generating approximately $24.5 million in total revenue. During the same period, the men's team played 87 matches, earning around $18.5 million. One year after the U.S. women's soccer team won the 2015 World Cup, they generated nearly $20 million more in revenue than the men's team. However, despite these remarkable achievements and higher revenues, female soccer players were paid only 38% of what their male counterparts earned[^4]. These figures illustrate that the U.S. women's soccer team played more matches, achieved more, and generated more revenue than the men's team, yet their salaries remained significantly lower. This situation of women in U.S. soccer earning less for their efforts not only demotivated the players but also led them to file lawsuits against the U.S. Soccer Federation in 2019, citing gender discrimination and unequal pay.

The wage gap between the U.S. men's and women's soccer teams highlights a vicious cycle of gender inequality prevalent in the sports industry. This phenomenon is widespread across the global sports landscape and reveals the possibility of media overlooking and treating female athletes unfairly in their coverage. Such unequal wage arrangements not only exploit female athletes individually but also impact their access to resources and opportunities. Additionally, this perpetuates the influence of gender stereotypes in the sports realm. Sports media, given its substantial commercial nature, might show reduced interest in female athletes due to their lower salaries. This reporting trend perpetuates a vicious cycle: the underappreciation of female athletes in the sports field limits their resource allocation, possibly leading to dissatisfaction among female athletes, reduced enthusiasm for sports, lower public recognition, and decreased commercial value. Consequently, sports media might become less inclined to cover news related to female sports[^3].

This example profoundly illustrates how gender inequality is perpetuated and reinforced in the sports domain. To change this situation, it is essential to acknowledge the achievements and contributions of female athletes, provide them with equal resources and opportunities, and shape their public image through fair reporting. Only through these efforts can we break this vicious cycle, creating a more equitable and equal competitive environment for female athletes and promoting positive gender equality in sports media coverage.

3.2. Characteristics of Different Sports

Traditional competitive sports often emphasize physical confrontation and teamwork, and the media tends to steer its coverage towards team cooperation and intense conflict. Research has found that among female participants in basketball, the higher their level of involvement in the sport, the more pronounced gender role conflicts become[^6]. This, to some extent, suggests that traditional competitive sports represent a "masculine" gender stereotype. In contrast, skill-based sports are characterized by a lesser emphasis on physical confrontation and a stronger emphasis on skill and aesthetics. Consequently, they...
are more easily utilized by the media to create captivating reports and visuals. Typically, in skill-based sports, the gender disparities in media coverage of female athletes are not as severe as in traditional competitive sports. This is because skill-based sports are more conducive to conveying the gender stereotype of "femininity."

Societal stereotypes regarding the physical traits of men and women have also led the public to generally believe that women have difficulty achieving outstanding results in highly competitive sports. Audience preferences also tend to lean towards women participating in sports that emphasize aesthetics rather than intense competition. Consequently, this is one of the reasons why sports media reports less on female athletes' professional domain news.

4. Media Diversity and Potential for Change

4.1. The Role of Women in Sports Media

When it comes to media diversity and the potential for change, the role of women in sports media is of paramount importance. Their involvement not only represents progress for women in the sports domain but also offers hope for more comprehensive coverage of female athletes in the future. Over the past few decades, sports media has faced criticism for gender inequality issues. However, in recent years, the presence of women in sports media has been gradually increasing. Female commentators, reporters, and coaches serve as role models for gender equality and play an active role in changing media attitudes.

The role of women in sports media is not only about altering the gender balance in reporting but also about influencing transformation throughout the sports domain. Their presence provides examples and inspiration for other women, encouraging more female participation in the sports arena. Their potential for impact extends beyond reporting: they contribute to breaking down ingrained perceptions of gender within sports culture and society as a whole. Nevertheless, despite some progress in recent years, women still face a situation where their voices are often underrepresented in various aspects of sports.

4.2. Inclusivity and Diversity in Sports Media

An increasing number of media outlets are recognizing their profound influence on shaping societal beliefs and values. They have embarked on a mission to actively promote diversity and inclusivity within the realm of sports. This commendable endeavor involves showcasing athletes hailing from a rich tapestry of backgrounds, encompassing diverse ethnicities, genders, and varying abilities.

When it comes to gender equality, sports media is gradually liberating itself from the confines of traditional stereotypes. It is increasingly shifting its focus towards recognizing and celebrating the remarkable professional achievements and unwavering dedication of female athletes. This paradigm shift signifies an important step towards leveling the playing field and providing women in sports with the recognition they rightfully deserve.

However, despite these admirable efforts, the journey towards achieving true diversity and equality in sports media remains fraught with challenges. Deep-rooted traditional perceptions and persistent gender stereotypes cast a long shadow that still influences the way female athletes are covered. These preconceived notions contribute to significant disparities in the extent and quality of media coverage dedicated to female athletes, hampering their visibility and recognition.

These challenges, though daunting, serve as a stark reminder of the urgency for further progress in this area. As media outlets continue to evolve, there is a pressing need to confront and dismantle the remaining barriers that hinder the representation of athletes from all backgrounds. This collective effort will not only redefine the landscape of sports journalism but also foster a more equitable and inclusive sports environment, where every athlete's achievements and stories can shine regardless of their gender or background.

4.3. Transformation Potential and Recommendations for Sports Media

4.3.1. Transformation Potential of Sports Media

The Significance of Media Roles: Media plays a pivotal role in shaping societal perceptions, influencing audiences' values, and attitudes. By presenting diverse and gender-equal success stories, sports media has the opportunity to inspire awareness of diversity and equality at a societal level, thereby
driving change. The critical potential of sports media lies in its capacity to reshape stereotypes. By covering athletes from various backgrounds, genders, and abilities, media can gradually alter traditional gender biases and stereotypes, providing audiences with a more comprehensive and objective understanding.

Powerful Reach and Influence: Media's influence derives from its extensive reach across various channels, including television, radio, the internet, and social media. These channels allow sports media to disseminate information to audiences of diverse regions, social strata, and age groups globally. Through intuitive and vivid reporting, sports media can break through temporal and spatial limitations, delivering sports events and culture to a broad spectrum of viewers.

Internal Mechanisms within Media: The adjustment and optimization of internal mechanisms within sports media can harness the insights and rigorous reporting styles of media professionals, making them a force for promoting gender equality and related issues. By strengthening awareness of equality, establishing diverse teams, and advocating for change within media organizations, media can generate public attention and foster societal transformation, creating a more equitable and inclusive future for the world of sports.

4.3.2. Recommendations for the Transformation of Sports Media

Proactive Initiatives by Sports Media: Sports media has a responsibility to actively promote audience engagement in sports activities and raise awareness of fitness among the general public. Sports media can utilize its significant reach and influence to initiate campaigns such as special coverage, forums, and events to discuss topics related to diversity and gender equality. This will spark broader discussions, break down gender biases, and promote societal change.

Enhancing Competence of Media Professionals: Media professionals should receive training on gender equality, diversity, and inclusivity. This helps raise their awareness, avoid the reinforcement of traditional gender stereotypes, and allows for more sensitive reporting on athletes and stories from different backgrounds. Additionally, training for sports educators and coaches in related fields is essential to prevent gender bias from affecting training processes.

Optimizing Internal Mechanisms within Sports Media: Establishing diverse teams is crucial. Professionals from different backgrounds, genders, and cultures bring a broader perspective to reporting, reducing the likelihood of gender bias. The increased awareness of the concept of "gender desegregation in the workplace" among women in sports journalism offers the potential for a breakthrough. Increasing the proportion of women within media organizations contributes to the presentation of diverse viewpoints and reduces gender bias. Having more female professionals will provide a deeper understanding of reporting on female athletes and gender equality issues, driving sustained attention to gender equality in sports media.

5. Conclusion

This research has delved extensively into the intricate realm of gender disparities prevalent in sports media. It has underscored the profound transformative potential that media possesses, given its reach and influence on society. Furthermore, it has put forth a set of comprehensive analysis and reform strategies aimed at promoting the core values of gender equality.

In the coming years, we anticipate a gradual awakening within the realm of sports media. This awakening will manifest as a heightened awareness of the profound importance of addressing gender disparities. Media outlets will take proactive steps to deepen the sense of equality within their content, with a particular emphasis on fostering a more balanced representation of female athletes. One promising trend is the increasing recognition of the achievements and relentless efforts of female athletes. The media, being a reflection of societal values, will play a pivotal role in actively promoting and celebrating these successes. This shift will help in dismantling age-old stereotypes that have lingered for far too long in sports coverage.

Looking forward, we envision a sports media landscape that evolves into a significant force in advancing the cause of gender equality. As the media continues to play its role in reshaping public perceptions and attitudes, we anticipate a future where gender disparities in sports coverage will become a relic of the past. The potential for change is vast, with sports media uniquely positioned to drive gender equality. This transformation will not only extend to sports reporting but also to the broader social discourse surrounding gender roles and expectations. By championing diversity and inclusion, sports media will continue to shape the world of sports in ways that promote equity and inclusion for all.
media can become a catalyst for a more equitable and diverse future in the field of sports.

In this evolving landscape, we hope to see an increase in female voices and perspectives within sports media, fostering a more inclusive and well-rounded portrayal of athletes. Ultimately, this will not only elevate the quality of sports journalism but also contribute to a society where gender equality is embraced in all its facets. As we navigate this transformative journey, the horizon for sports media holds the promise of a more equitable and inclusive future.
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